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Hinges suitable for 
flush fit technical doors 
Adjustable hinges for flush fit doors. The Just 3D 
hinge has been developed to meet the require-
ments of both public and private sectors, to have 
a flush fit adjustable hinge technically state of 
the art. Just 3D is easy to fit and to adjust: +/-
2,5mm in height, horizontal and gasket pressure. 
Adjustment is simple and can be carried out by 
one person using a 4mm Allen key. 
  Just 3D is not only aesthetically pleasing and fully adjustable, it 
also offers a guarantee of long term, trouble free functionality. 
Self lubricating bushes ensure smooth, long term operation, 
which has been tested in accordance with RAL standards. 
Just 3D has achieved a load rating of 140 Kg in this test.
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 Description  
and Accessories

Ordering codes Product Finish Packaging Load  capacity Kg.

1272308 J3DS001/01XS Brushed Stainless Steel 2pcs.. 2 hinges 140

777656 J3DS001/01NO Matt Nickel

1272307 J3DS001/01SZ Zinc

Jigs

1361197 Milling jig for sash

1272108 Milling insert for sash

1272107 Nilling jig

for frame

Ordering code for covering frame

777659 Zinc 20pcs..
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For application on solid timber and cover 
frames

Being of symmetrical design, Just 3D suits both
left and right handed applications. Security screws ensure suitability 
for both internal and external doors.

The range of components, enables Just 3D to be 
applied to steel, solid timber and cover frames. 
A steel support will be supplied for cover frame applications, which 
must be fastened on the back of the frame. 

To give doors more added value, all visible components 
can be produced in stainless steel. The steel version is available in 
zinc and matt nickel finishes.

Just 3D 
adjustable hinge

it.sfs.com/UR025  
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Just 3D
adjustable hinge

Ordering codes Product Finish Packaging Load  capacity Kg.

1272306 J3DS000XS Brushed Stainless Steel 2pcs. 2 hinges 140

777653 J3DS000NO Matt Nickel

Jigs

1361197 Milling jig for sash

1272108 Milling insert for sash

Ordering code for steel frame

1272302 Zinc 20pcs.

 Description  
and Accessories
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Just 3D for steel frames has the same technical and adjustment 
characteristics of the other versions.

Just 3D has been fitted on hospital the doors and public 
environments both in Italy and abroad, fully satisfying the needs 
of customers. 

Le Just 3D has been tested on fire doors and certified from the 
IFT institute in Rosenheim. 

For application on steel frames
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Just 3D
adjustable hinge

Ordering codes Product Finish Packaging. Load capacity Kg.

1333966 J3DHF05XS Brushed Stainless Steel 2pcs.. 2 hinges 50

1376663 J3DHF05JNO Matt Nickel

Ordering code steel frame

1334376 J3DHM00XS Brushed Stainless Steel 2pcs.

Ordering code timber frame

1334378 J3DHMT01XS Brushed Stainless Steel 2pcs.

1334377 J3DHMT01NO Matt Nickel

Milling jig for frame

1272107 1

Ordering code for steel frame 

1272302 Zinc 20pcs.

 Description  
and Accessories
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Just 3D for glass doors increases the range of this product.
By keeping all the adjustment characteristics 
in the three dimensions of the other applications, 
this hinge has been designed to be applied on flush 
door frames from 40 to 44 mm.

For a correct application, the door can be 8/10/12 mm thick.
Besides the jigs, identical for all applications, 
a specific key is available for tightening the stud

For glass doors
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I dati riportati non sono vincolanti e sono soggetti a variazioni. Prima dell’utilizzo dei prodotti, i dati e le informazioni tecniche devono essere verificati da uno 
specialista e devono essere rispettate le prescrizioni locali. Il presente documento è soggetto a revisione. Con riserva di modifiche tecniche. ©
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All information is non-binding and without guarantee. Before using the products, all specifications and calculations must be checked by a suitably  
qualified person and local regulations must be observed. This document is subject to revision. We reserve the right to make technical changes.


